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For nearly five years, I waited and wondered if anything would
ever puncture the Teflon shell surrounding Obama. Nothing
seemed capable of even denting the fortress erected by the
media, the DNC and all his henchmen in Congress. The irony is
that it was a weapon of his own making, the Affordable Care
Act, that finally exploded the man and the manufactured myth.
I mean, when you consider all the things that had been
successfully deflected, starting with the Stimulus and all
those shovel-ready jobs; Cash for Clunkers; Operation Fast &
Furious; the frequent multi-million dollar family vacations,
deriding millions of Americans as “those who cling to their
guns and their religion;” the tapping of phones here and
abroad; the targeting of conservatives by the IRS; the
Benghazi massacre and the ensuing cover-up; the coddling of
enemies and the betrayal of allies; the redistribution of
wealth; and the war on coal and oil; you could easily get the
idea that Obama was as impenetrable as Superman.
But the fact is that just about every despot seems unbeatable,
be it a Hitler, a Mussolini or a Saddam Hussein, until he
finally gets his comeuppance.
In response to one of Barbara Walters’ patented softball
questions, Obama said that Michelle would make a much better
president than he. That gave the missus the opportunity to
modestly deny it by insisting that she lacks his patience.
Actually, it’s the American people who have displayed enormous
patience, putting up with this lazy amateur who has a Marxist
agenda and a voice box where other people would be expected to
have brains and character.

Still, if Obama was alerting Ms. Walters and the rest of us
that Michelle plans to run in 2016, I couldn’t be happier. It
would shape up as a great cat fight for the Democratic
nomination. Michelle has height and reach, but Hillary has a
lower center of gravity, sharp claws, and, what’s more, she
will have had eight years in which to stoke her fury against
those who rained on her coronation.
In other news, those who have built careers out of promoting
the horrors of “global warming” and then” climate change” have
seen their fantasies run smack into reality. It seems that for
the first time in over 30 years, not a single Atlantic
hurricane hit the U.S. mainland during the hurricane season,
which officially ended at the end of November. Perhaps they’ll
have to change the terminology once again to something along
the lines of “climate change change.”
The one thing you can count on is that they won’t ever admit
that their fears were groundless and their draconian solutions
were not only prohibitively expensive, but intended to destroy
business and industry. You might as well ask the fellow with a
money tree to chop it down for firewood or the guy with a
golden goose to roast it for Christmas dinner as to expect the
weather lobby to confess its lies.
Perhaps the main victim of the weather hoax has been science,
itself, because its practitioners have, by and large, shown
their willingness to lie in order to feather their own nests
with federal grants and professorships.
I liken the treaty Obama and Kerry are trying to make with
Iran to the foolishness of the parole system. It’s only
because the sanctions against Iran are finally taking effect
that these schmucks have agreed to negotiate. But instead of
unconditional surrender, we are showing a willingness to not
only accept a slight slowdown in their race to a nuclear bomb,
but to give them seven billion dollars.

If a bank robber or pervert doesn’t rob a bank or rape a child
in prison, we knock years off his sentence and say it’s for
good behavior. Good behavior should not be confused with lack
of opportunity. The way it should work is that each prisoner
serves his full sentence, and if he misbehaves, time is added
on.
So it should be with Iran, which has never displayed good
behavior in the 34 years the Islamics have controlled the
government. From the day they overthrew the Shah, the mullahs
have sponsored terrorism around the globe. I say, if the
sanctions are working, the proper response is to ratchet them
up until the Iranians destroy their centrifuges and turn over
their uranium, not to negotiate in what makes a farce of good
faith.
The fact that Obama and Kerry, along with their European
stooges, are willing to overlook Iran’s stated intention to
exterminate the Jews in Israel, thus completing the job begun
by their favorite western leader, Adolf Hitler – should have
stopped negotiations even before they began. Instead,
considering how widespread anti-Semitism is in Europe and
within this administration, I’m betting it provided them an
added incentive to cut a deal.
Finally, as happens at the end of every year, the studios are
sending DVDs to the members of the various guilds, hoping to
garner our votes for the various awards that will soon be
handed out. In my case, as a member of the WGA, I have thus
far received 10 DVDs. In my estimation, not one of them is
deserving of a writing award. Probably the best of them is
“Blue Jasmine,” in which Woody Allen essentially takes “A
Streetcar Named Desire” and sets it down in San Francisco,
proving he is only slightly better at channeling Tennessee
Williams than he was at channeling Ingmar Bergman.
The worst of them is “The Butler,” in which we are shown a
racist version of American history from the mid-1950s through

Obama’s election, as seen through the eyes of a black butler
serving in the White House. There are so many things wrong
with the movie, I won’t go into them now, except to say that,
as with “The Color Purple,” this is a movie in which you are
hard-pressed to find a single decent white character. So it is
no surprise that Oprah Winfrey has a featured role, especially
considering that she recently said that the only way for
racism to disappear from America is for the older white
generation to die away.
I can’t help wondering how all those older white women who
spent years kissing her butt and making her a billionaire feel
about Oprah now that she no longer needs them for ratings.
A MULLIGAN STEW
Thanks to Obama and his army of liberal pinheads, I’m never
allowed a moment’s peace. Even with my bad wing, I’m
constantly scribbling little notes to myself, reminding myself
of their mischief. In no time at all, so many notes pile up
that I have to clear the decks, lest I be buried in an
avalanche of paper.
So, for openers, I would now very much like to see Obama
impeached for committing financial fraud, which I believe
falls under the heading of high crimes and misdemeanors. We
have proof from as far back as his filmed exchange with Rep.
Eric Cantor back in 2010 that he knew the Affordable Care Act
would deprive people of their health insurance and their
personal physicians, although he continued to lie about it on
at least 40 occasions in his attempt to bring socialized
medicine to America, while simultaneously gobbling up a sixth
of the economy.
Also, why haven’t any Republicans filed a suit with the
Supreme Court questioning Obama’s constitutional authority to
arbitrarily excuse business owners and unions from paying a
federal tax that’s being levied on the rest of us?

Speaking of those who feel free to abide by their own rules, a
group calling itself HALT (Help Abolish Legal Tyranny) has
turned a spotlight on the legal profession, and come to the
conclusion that the Mafia does a far better job of policing
itself than do the state Bar Associations. Probably no group,
with the possible exception of Congress, is likelier to turn a
blind eye to the misdeeds committed by its members. (Speaking
of which, I recall a few years ago that the House found Rep.
Charles Rangel guilty of 10 or 11 charges, including income
tax evasion. His punishment, if I recall correctly, is that
they postponed a testimonial dinner in his honor.)
On its state-by-state report card, HALT bestowed no grade
higher than a B. Those went to Arizona, Colorado and Vermont.
The majority of states, including California and New York,
earned Ds. Utah, where I can only imagine lawyers are allowed
to cheat at cards and literally get away with murder, received
an F.
In Sioux Falls, South Dakota, the board of education decided
there wasn’t time during a school day for high school students
to recite the Pledge of Allegiance. They have time to hold pep
rallies for their sports teams, but not the time to hold one
for the nation for which their fathers and grandfathers fought
and often died. I suppose the members of the board decided it
wouldn’t be fair to ask the kids to postpone texting “Luv ur
nu nose ring” for even 10 seconds a day.
Liberals were always pressing George Bush to come clean on his
mistakes, as if they were a combination of an old-fashioned
school marm and Cotton Mather, but they, themselves, never
acknowledge their own shortcomings because they always believe
they are not only right, but smarter than everyone else and
invariably on the side of the angels. Thus, when their inept
tinkering with the economy, health care, immigration, green
energy or gun laws, don’t turn out the way they envisioned, it
never even occurs to them that a different approach might be
called for; instead, they assume that all that’s required to

change the outcome are, one, a better set of lies and, two, a
larger expenditure of our tax dollars.
To give you a fair idea of how deviant most liberals are, you
merely have to notice how disturbed they are by traditional
displays involving Christmas and Chanukah, while remaining
calm, cool and collected, when it comes to pornography,
obscenity and the worst excesses of a fascistic
administration.
They are equally copacetic when it comes to the black mobs
terrorizing just about every major American city, where the
robbery, murder and rape, stats among black teenagers are
soaring. What’s worse, the crimes were inevitable. After
decades of Democrats turning a blind eye to absentee fathers,
contempt for education, a 70% illegitimacy birth rate and a
culture that promotes misogyny, obscenity and drugs; while all
the while race pimps like Al Sharpton and Jesse Jackson
constantly reminded them they were the innocent victims of
crackers and honkeys, it’s no wonder we’ve wound up with “Lord
of the Flies” in black face.
Because he was assassinated 50 years ago, John Kennedy has
recently come in for a great deal of renewed attention. The
thing that has set off alarm bells for me is the contention by
left-wing radicals that he was one of them. Even though he was
religious, promoted a strong military and favored lower taxes,
left-wingers would have you believe he wasn’t a conservative.
There was in fact little in his record that would have
differentiated him from Ronald Reagan, aside from the fact
Kennedy took an active role, not acting roles, during World
War II.
When he pushed for Civil Rights legislation, Kennedy actually
had more in common with Republicans than he did with his
fellow Democrats. But of course when JFK was speaking about
those rights, he meant equality under the law when it came to
employment, education and voting. It was only after he was

killed that Lyndon Johnson was able to hijack the issue as
political currency for himself and future generations of
political hacks.
When it comes to labeling JFK a liberal, lunkheads such as
Jeff Greenfield and Oliver Stone have to channel their inner
Nostradamus and predict what he would have done in the future,
while ignoring what he had done during the first three years
of his administration. They’re convinced, for instance, that
he would have pulled out of Vietnam even though he increased
our military presence when he was alive. They also believe he
would have unilaterally ended the Cold War even though his
greatest achievement had consisted of risking a war with the
Soviet Union, the nation he referred to as “the Evil Empire”
20 years before Reagan did the same, by facing down Nikita
Khrushchev and forcing him to pull his nuclear missiles out of
Cuba.
Greenfield and Stone should also keep in mind that just four
months prior to his assassination, JFK flew to West Germany,
not East Germany, to announce, on behalf of freedom-lovers
everywhere, “Ich bin ein Berliner,” four little words that
totally frosted the Russkies.
Finally, every time I see Joe Biden turn his loving gaze on
Barack Obama, I’m reminded of the way that wives of
politicians are trained to look adoringly at their hubbies –
especially after one of the pigs has been caught up in some
sleazy sex scandal.
Of course in Biden’s case, he may have perfected his routine
by simply watching how Obama reacts whenever he happens to
pass a mirror.
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Everything is Upside Down
We just had the pleasure of having a couple of out-of-town
friends stay with us and had some interesting conversations
during their visit. We all agreed that things just ain’t the
way they used to be. No surprise there, of course.
As we talked about different topics, we kept saying, “when did
this become acceptable?”
For example, none of us could understand when, how or why
women covered with tattoos became the norm. We had just been
at a water park and couldn’t believe how many women (let’s not
talk about the men) had tattoos. I said I could understand
tattoos on servicemen. Our visiting friend, who had been in
the Navy, never got one.
We tried to figure out in what
decade tattoos became acceptable for women and none of us
could figure it out. We all agreed that we’ve never yet seen
one tattoo on a woman that we would consider art or beautiful.
Aside from tattoos, so many things, that were once
unacceptable in society, have now become ordinary and no
longer eye-popping or embarrassing.
Kobe Bryant, even after his criminal and civil lawsuit fiasco
in Colorado a few years back, continues to make mucho bucks as
a basketball player and the darling of LA sports fans. (If I
were Empress of the World, he would’ve been booted off the
team and shamed into oblivion.) Instead, his ugly mug used to
be the face people saw on the “Welcome to Los Angeles”
billboard at LAX.
It always made me want to take the up
escalator back to the gate and go home.
There was a time when we used to count the months after
someone got married and the time they gave birth to see if the

requisite nine months had passed. Now, out-of-wedlock births
are on the rise.
It seems the little ditty, “first comes
love, then comes marriage, then comes Mary with the baby
carriage” was forgotten. Now Mary is walking down the street
with the baby carriage without marriage and usually without
the love part. Another one of our friends referred to these
children as “souvenirs.”
Straight people don’t want to get married; gay people want to
get married.
Woody Allen continues to be the darling of Hollywoodwith
celebrities banging down his door to star in one of his films.
At least his own son thinks he’s a dirt-bag. Well, maybe he
didn’t use those words but his son did make the following
comment about Father’s Day. “Happy father’s day — or as they
call it in my family, happy brother-in-law’s day.”
Convicted child rapist, Roman Polanski, who I’ve written about
in the past, is still able to make films and continues to be
lauded by Hollywood and was actually given the Best Director
award for The Pianist. Big name stars like Jodi Foster have
no problem starring in his movies.
So,

now
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thinks

How can that be?

nothing

about
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future
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illegitimate children, continues to pay big bucks to see
despicable sports figures do their thing ignoring their
disgraceful behavior and has no problem with child rapists and
those that marry their stepdaughters. And you really wonder
why my head is spinning?
Where we once followed our own paths attempting to achieve the
American Dream by going to school, working hard, getting
married, having children, providing for our families, buying
our first home and asking nothing from the government, we now
have millions of people receiving some type of government
assistance.
Far too many people are unwilling to do what’s necessary to

make it on their own. Our leaders would rather maintain their
power by doling out taxpayer money to just about anyone with
their hand out. We now vilify people those who have “made it”
on their own, by hard work and persistence. These are the
qualities of the people who made our Nation the best in the
world, rugged individualism and personal responsibility.
So, what was once unacceptable behavior has become the norm.
What was once the behavior that was expected of each and every
young person has now become a thing of the past.
I don’t get it, but if you do, God bless you.

At the Precipice
When I heard Robert Duvall speaking with Mike Huckabee last
year about his film, “Get Low”, I knew it was my kind of
movie. It’s the story of a man who wants to throw his own
“funeral party” while he’s alive and have people come and tell
stories about him and is loosely based on a true story that
took place in Roane County, Tennessee in 1938.
Sounds a bit quirky but the movie is anything but. Mr. Duvall
plays the main character, reclusive Felix Bush, who has lived
the life of a hermit for the past 40 years on the outskirts of
town.
He’s taunted by children who throw rocks at his
windows, rumors have been spread about him and he’s feared by
the town folk. As the movie unfolds, we realize that it’s
Felix who has a very dark secret, well hidden from everyone
but his friend and minister, Charlie Jackson, who has to be
coaxed by Felix into attending the “funeral party” to insure
his story is told if he, Felix, is unable to unload the heavy
burden himself.

Eventually, Felix’s secret is uncovered.
He slowly and
painfully reveals to the hundreds of town folk who have
assembled that, 40 years before, he fell in love with a
married woman who planned to leave her husband and start a new
life and family with him. A tragedy results. Spoiler alert:
Move on to the next paragraph if you plan to watch the
movie.) When she doesn’t arrive at their pre-arranged meeting
place, Felix goes to her home, confronts her husband, who sets
fire to the lower floor of the house. Felix rushes upstairs
to find his love on the floor having been beaten by her
husband. The husband, who was able to make it up the stairs,
attacks Felix who cannot recall if he leaped from the window
or was pushed. In either event, he is emotionally destroyed
because, ultimately, he was unable to save the woman he loved.
He details his shame in having even looked at the woman, who,
in his words, allowed him to feel love the only time in his
life. He admits that had he not done so, the tragedy would
not have occurred. The guilt he felt over the past 40 years
was palpable and his public confession was excruciating to
watch. (Mr. Duvall’s performance was superb but overlooked at
this year’s Academy Awards.)
I commend Mr. Duvall for having executively produced this film
and bringing to the screen a story about old-fashioned ideas
like shame,
redemption.

guilt,

remorse,

forgiveness
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The latest in this long list of public offenders is, of
course, Arnold Schwarzenegger, who just this week publicly
admitted to having fathered a child with a member of his
household ten years ago.
After serving as Governor of

California and leaving office in January, he finally told his
wife. He now asks the press and public to respect his wife
and children. How come he didn’t?
There was a time in America when any type of scandal would
have and did destroy the careers of celebrities and
politicians because the public was not as forgiving as today.
Celebrities and public officials like Woody Allen, Paris
Hilton, Barney Frank, Roman Polanski, Al Sharpton, Jimmy
Swaggart, Eliot Spitzer, John Edwards, Kobe Bryant and Kim
Kardashian, all who’ve done shameful things, breathe a sigh of
relief because, in today’s America, they can continue to
maintain political power or enjoy highly lucrative careers
because of society’s acceptance of their “indiscretions.”
We’ll see how Arnold’s career goes after this.
On the other hand, I often wonder if the average Joe actually
feels the kind of regret, dishonor or embarrassment felt by
the character, Felix Bush. In the real world, obviously no
one is reduced to ashes because of their behavior, but lives
and families are affected forever by bad behavior and are
often destroyed beyond repair.
While celebrities and public officials often have no sense of
shame, I’d like to think that there are those private
individuals who do regret their actions and try to make
amends.
But for those selfish, narcissistic people who
couldn’t care less about the destruction they leave behind in
similar circumstances, life goes on.
On good days, I have to believe there are more people in the
former category than in the latter. While seeing the public
offenders continue to enjoy profitable careers and acceptance
by the public, the pessimist in me says we’ve lost the notion
of right and wrong, we’re circling the bowl and we’re going to
Hell in a hand basket, but I’m hoping we haven’t completely
lost our moral sense of direction but merely on the edge of

the precipice, still able to take a step back.
Bottom line:

I get Felix Bush.

